
Disability & Absence Services

Navigating life together

Our solutions focus on

With our vast network of people and technology, expert guidance, and easily accessible 
information, we help you stay focused on running your business by delivering the support your 
employees need to stay-at-work or facilitate a safe and productive return-to-work.   

We lead the market in clinical care and vocational outreach standards, built on innovative solutions 
that provide superior customer experiences. 
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Clinical Expertise & Care
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Absence Management Solutions

Group Benefits

Personalized guidance

Streamlined claims process
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Quick claims decisions  
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Compassionate claims specialists 

Specialized health units 

Better outcomes driven by early intervention 
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ADA Workforce Solutions

Work readiness programs
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Tailored leave programs with 
benefit calculations where 
applicable for company leaves1

Rigorous compliance adherence 
Integrated claims management 
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Program status notifications
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Our extensive care network, 
backed by industry-leading 
technologies, can help ensure 
your employees receive the 
guidance and support they 
need to feel reassured in times 
of disability and absence.

Compassionate Claims Specialists

Our knowledgeable and caring claims specialists provide 
one-to-one support to each employee. They are always 
informed of each employee’s status, even in cases of 
complicated treatments, through the entire claims journey.

Better Outcomes Driven by Early Intervention

We partner with medical centers and leverage predictive 
analytics to identify points for early clinical intervention so 
we can better support your employees return to health. 

Specialized Health Units

Breadth and depth of medical, behavioral and mental health 
expertise to effectively evaluate employee cases, and 
determine likely claims progression and recovery needs.

Video Chat Support

Our engagement model now includes video chats between 
your employees and our clinical and behavioral health 
specialists for increased support and connectivity. 

Superior Call Experiences with AI Support

With streamlined employee data and real-time coaching 
techonology, driven by artificial intelligence, claim 
specialists can reduce the number of necessary calls and 
resolve claims quicker, potentially in just a single call. 

Clinical  
Expertise & Care

v

30% increase in Return to Work results driven by clinical 
intervention, when appropriate2



To make sure all employees can be productive and feel valued, we help you provide the work 
flexibility that’s crucial in today’s workplace. Whether it’s return-to-work or stay-at-work, we help with 
accommodations that support your workforce.

Early Vocational Outreach

Proactive vocational counseling starts early in the 
leave process so that employees are more engaged and 
confident about returning to work.Work Readiness Programs

Programs tailored to industry and job needs that 
offer coaching and leading partnerships, a toolkit for 
evaluating job accommodations, and facilitation of 
training and education opportunities.

Gradual Return-to-Work Plan

Coordination between managers and employees to 
enable an effective transition back to work. This ensures 
that employees can handle their work schedule and 
responsibilities as they recover.

ADA Workforce Solutions

Providing comprehensive support of the ADA interactive 
process to explore and help you implement 
accommodation solutions, including: 

• Workplace, workstation or work policy
modifications

• Job restructuring
• Assistive equipment/devices

Specialized Program Reporting

ADA and productivity reporting to monitor both details 
for employee cases and accommodation trends by work 
location and job types. 

Workplace & Vocational Services

Simplified Experience

The goal of your benefits program is to make every employee experience a great one—and we’re 
helping make that a reality. We’re simplifying the disability and absence process to help ease the 
fear, frustration, and uncertainty that employees often face.

Personalized Guidance

Clear communication of each employee’s benefits by 
consolidating company, insurance and governmental leave 
policies into a personalized plan.

Fast absence logging through an easy phone call or a 
push-button web form—to check in for short, long, and
intermittent leaves.

Quick Claims Decisions

In most cases, automation enables low-complexity, 
short term disability claims and maternity/parental leave 
approvals to be decided very quickly. 

Flexible Support

Fast and continual access to self-service tools and a claims 
specialist for guidance that flexes to the claimant’s needs.

Streamlined Claims Process

Automatically combining single submission for all leaves, 
including short-term disability and family medical leaves—
usually in less than 10 minutes, and with real-time decisions 
when possible.

Alerts and Status Notifications

Easy Absence Logging

Voice, text, and email updates keep all involved parties 
informed of decisions, requirements, and claim/leave. 



We have integrated all aspects of 
disability and absence management to 
provide you with greater efficiencies 
and visibility into your program. 
Our use of advanced analytics and 
automation will dramatically reduce 
administration hurdles and hassles.

Absence Management 
Solutions
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Like most group disability income policies, MetLife’s policies contain certain exclusions, exceptions, waiting periods, reductions, limitations and terms 
for keeping them in force. Ask your representative for complete cost and details.
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Get expert guidance for confident decisions.
Contact your MetLife representative today. metlife.com

Tailored Leave Programs

Robust and flexible solutions that are up-to-date, ever-evolving 
and designed for you and your employees’ needs. Build a 
supportive and efficient program with our many benefit 
options, paid company benefit calculations, and integration 
capabilities across FMLA, Statutory disability and PFML 
programs, and company leaves of absence.

Rigorous Compliance Adherence

Expert maintenance of rules and regulations governing federal 
and state leave policies to automate services. Stay up-to-date 
in the changing paid family and medical leave landscape.

Integrated Claims Management

Comprehensive view and management capability of a single 
employee case, no matter how many claims or leaves are 
involved—to gauge duration, likely claims progression, and 
return-to-work readiness. 

Health and Productivity Dashboards

Both the big picture and the vital details of your program are 
displayed to measure performance, workplace health, and 
long-range planning. Includes claims, return-to-work, and 
accommodation rates along with customized reporting. 

Program Status Notifications

Notifications at key performance milestones and analytics-
driven alerts to flag potential issues with employees or 
workplaces.




